Nowadays, the huge non-indexing quantities of image archives (especially document images) require the development of intelligent tools for their retrieval with convenience comparable of the texts search engines. The proposed technique addresses the document retrieval problem by a word matching procedure. It performs matching directly in the images bypassing OCR and using word-images as queries. It is constituted of two different parts: The offline and the online operation. In the offline operation, the archive of document images is examined and the results are stored in a database. The online operation consists of the web interface, the creation of the word's image and finally, the matching stage. The proposed matching process it can be described shortly as a twothreshold rating system. Finally, the proposed system has been build and it can be found in at the web address: http://orpheus.ee.duth.gr/irs2.
INTRODUCTION
In the last years, the world has experience a phenomenal growth of the size of multimedia data and especially documents images, which has been sparked by the easiness to create such images from the today scanners or digital photocopiers. Also, the problems which are associated of maintaining huge quantities of printed documents have created large images archives without any indexing information. All these have caused the need to store, retrieve and transmit such images with convenience comparable of the texts search engines.
In the last years, an alternative approach has emerged. These systems, which are called Document Image Retrieval, are performing the matching directly in the image data bypassing OCR and using word-images as queries [1] - [7] .
This work is co-funded by the project "HENEA 2003- 03E4 679 ".
Their goal is not to recognize exact all the text but to provide an answer if the word that the user is searching are situated inside the document.
In this paper, we propose a Web Document Image Retrieval System (WDIRS) based on exact word matching. Our system has the ability to search words in the documents images. We assume that a page layout analysis technique has found the uniform text regions which then fed to our document image retrieval system. Figure 1 , depicts the overall structure of the proposed system. It is consist of two different parts: The OFFLINE and the ONLINE operation.
WEB DIR SYSTEM STRUCTURE
In the offline operation the archive of document images are examined and the results are stored in a database. This digital "scanning" consists of three stages. At first stage the document passes the preprocessing stage which includes a binarization with the Otsu [8] method, a mean filter and a skeletonization operation [9] . The word segmentation stage is following the preprocessing. Its primary goal is to detect the word blocks.
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Finally, the small words (-2 characters) are rejected for the reasons that no one searching for them ("to", "in" etc). So each time a word-box has smaller width than a threshold which is called Minimum Width Box (MWB), it is rejected. In practice, it is calculated that a threshold equal to 6% of the total document's width is enough. Figure 2 In the final stage of the offline operation the features of each word are calculated and stored in the database. In Section 3 these features are described analytically.
The online operation of the proposed WDIRS is the visible part from the user perspective. It consists of the web interface from which the user can manipulate the system (enter the query word, see the results), the creation of the word's image, the preprocessing and features extraction stages which are the same with that in the offline operation, and finally, the matching process of the query word's features with them in the database. The matching process is described analytically in the Section 4.
FEATURES
The proposed WDIRS use nine (9) distinct features which are employ to describe the word's image. These are: * Width to Height Ratio: The width to height ratio of the query word constitutes important shape information. * End Points: An end point is a point of the skeleton word which has only one black pixel in its 8-neighborhood.
a . rn a0>L * Upper Grid and Down Gridfeatures: As it is described in Figure 4 , these features are extracted from the upper and lower parts of the word images and lead to two vectors with 10 binary values each (10 for the Upper Grid and 10 for the Down Grid).
COMPARE AND MATCHING PROCESS
The matching process it can be described shortly as a twothreshold rating system. Figure 5 illustrates the structure of the matching method. When the user enters the query word, the system constructs a word image for each document stored in the database. The font height of the word's query image is the same as the average height of the word-boxes which have been founded in the processing document. The font type of the query image is "Arial".
First, the Euclidean distance between the features of the query image and the word included in the processing document is calculated:
where k is the feature which is being compared, QF is the feature of the query word image, WF is the feature of the document word, i is the number of the document compared word and n is the number of elements of the feature vector. So finally, there is a set CR(k,i) which consists of the Euclidean distances between each document word and the query word for each of the features which have been described in Section 3.
Next, all the words of the document which doesn't satisfy the following criterions are excluded: TCN, TUGIF, TDGIF thresholds which define the similarity between the query and the document words. In the implementation of the proposed system, the values of the above thresholds are: TCN = 0, TUGIF = 1 and TDGIF = 1.5.
In the next stage, the rating of the remaining words is computed. The rating is a normalized value from 0 to 100 which depicts how similar are the remaining words with the query word. The rating for each word, which included in a document, is defined as:
where Ri is the rating value of the word i and k the feature. Also, p(i, k) is a function which is defined as:
Vector D(i, k) is the difference between the Euclidean distance of the feature k of the word i and the minimum value of the feature k of the entire document words and it defined as: Finally, T1 and T2 are thresholds values which they define how similar are the features of the query image with those of the document words. Table 1 shows the values of T1 and T2 which are used in the implementation of the proposed WDIRS. These values have been calculated by experimental means. So, the word with the maximum rating is nominated as the best matching word for the particular document. The same steps are repeated for each document stored in the database. Finally, a new CR(k, i) has been created which consist from the best matching words of each document that has been examined.
The next and final stage consists of re-calculating the words rating of the new set. The element which changes is the minimum values of the features min{CR(k)}. At the end, the system presents the documents which contain the words with the corresponding rating in descending order. In the implementation of the proposed system, the documents which have been presented to the user are those that have a rating above 40.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
The proposed WDIRS is implemented with the help of the C#/.NET Framework. It can be found at the http:H orpheus.ee.duth.gr/irs2. The database of the documents has been created automatically from various digital text documents. This gives the advantage to implement a text search engine parallel to the WDIRS system so it's easier to verify and evaluate the search results of the WDIRS system.
In order to have an evaluation of the entire system, in Also, at the http:Horpheus.ee.duth.gr/irsldemo a system has been offered which search for words included in a document and uses the proposed compare and matching process.
CONCLUSION
In this paper a new method for document image retrieval is proposed which is based on word spotting by using a set of powerful features and a two-threshold rating compare and matching scheme. Specifically, the proposed technique addresses the document retrieval problem by a word matching procedure avoiding OCR and using only wordimages as queries. Also, an experimental platform has implemented and offered in the web. A number of test search results have shown a lot of potential. Specifically, the experiments revealed high Recall and good Precision rates proportional to the ratings thresholds predefined to the system.
The proposed system can be easily combined with page layout analysis techniques to develop a general document retrieval system.
